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Age‑related deficits in dip‑listening
evident for isolated sentences
but not for spoken stories
Vanessa C. Irsik1*, Ingrid S. Johnsrude1,2 & Björn Herrmann1,3,4
Fluctuating background sounds facilitate speech intelligibility by providing speech ‘glimpses’ (masking
release). Older adults benefit less from glimpses, but masking release is typically investigated using
isolated sentences. Recent work indicates that using engaging, continuous speech materials (e.g.,
spoken stories) may qualitatively alter speech-in-noise listening. Moreover, neural sensitivity to
different amplitude envelope profiles (ramped, damped) changes with age, but whether this affects
speech listening is unknown. In three online experiments, we investigate how masking release in
younger and older adults differs for masked sentences and stories, and how speech intelligibility varies
with masker amplitude profile. Intelligibility was generally greater for damped than ramped maskers.
Masking release was reduced in older relative to younger adults for disconnected sentences, and
stories with a randomized sentence order. Critically, when listening to stories with an engaging and
coherent narrative, older adults demonstrated equal or greater masking release compared to younger
adults. Older adults thus appear to benefit from ‘glimpses’ as much as, or more than, younger adults
when the speech they are listening to follows a coherent topical thread. Our results highlight the
importance of cognitive and motivational factors for speech understanding, and suggest that previous
work may have underestimated speech-listening abilities in older adults.
Speech sounds are characterized by low frequency amplitude fluctuations that are not only critical for speech
intelligibility in quiet1–3, but are also a useful cue for separating speech from background masking s ounds4–6.
Aging is associated with a decline in processing temporal auditory features7–10, such as the fluctuating speech
envelope, which may be part of the reason older adults frequently struggle to understand speech when background masking sounds are present11,12. We recently demonstrated that cortical sensitivity to a sound’s envelope
fluctuations with different temporal profiles differs between younger and older a dults13, raising the possibility
that particular envelope profiles may alter how effectively a masker occludes target speech for older adults. Furthermore, we have also shown that engaging spoken narratives qualitatively alter the speech-listening experience
when background noise is present14, compared to the disconnected sentence-length utterances that are typically
used in speech r esearch15–20. In the current study we investigate how the temporal profile of the background
masker influences intelligibility of isolated sentences compared to narrative stories in younger and older adults.
For most younger healthy individuals, amplitude variations in background masking sounds facilitate speech
intelligibility compared to an energetically matched masker with a flat envelope. Fluctuating maskers are thought
to enable a listener to perceive ‘glimpses’ of the target speech (c.f., “listening in the dips”)21. The intelligibility benefit for fluctuating over energetically matched, flat-envelope maskers is a type of “release from masking”4–6,22–26. Whereas younger listeners derive a robust benefit from fluctuating maskers, older adults have been
consistently demonstrated to either gain no benefit to intelligibility, or a reduced benefit (compared to younger
people)16,19,23,24,27–31. These findings may partially result from reduced audibility which reduces the effective
amplitude-modulation depth20,24, and therefore the opportunity for ‘glimpses’ of the target. However, controlling
for audibility has not resulted in restoration of the release-from-masking effect in all older individuals18,23,28,32.
An age-related decline in temporal resolution in the auditory system may also contribute, as reduced temporal
resolution can result in increased susceptibility to forward masking28,31, thereby reducing the available ‘glimpses’
of the target (see also the contribution of temporal fine structure21,26,30,33–35).
The amplitude envelope of speech is temporally dynamic: it varies in the rate of rise (attack) and fall (decay)
over time36. Sensitivity to the shape of amplitude envelopes is important for identifying and discriminating
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between different consonants (e.g., /pa/ versus /ta/)3. Previous research in younger and older human listeners13,
and in rats37, indicates that aging is associated with a relative increase in neural sensitivity to sounds with
damped (sharp attack and gradual decay) compared to ramped (gradual attack and sharp decay) envelope shapes.
Moreover, enhanced neural sensitivity to amplitude modulations in sounds has been linked to reduced speech
intelligibility when the background sound is amplitude m
 odulated38–40. Enhanced neural sensitivity to amplitude
envelopes may distort envelope c ues41,42 or, when part of a masking stream of sound, distract an older listener
and interfere with comprehension38,43–45. Here, we examine whether the temporal envelope profile of the masker
affects susceptibility to masking in young and older listeners. Given that older listeners exhibit greater cortical
sensitivity to damped s ounds13,37, we anticipate that older listeners will obtain less masking release when target
speech is masked by sound with a damped, compared to ramped, amplitude envelope.
Studies that investigate phenomena affecting speech understanding, such as release from masking, generally
use brief, disconnected speech utterances, like isolated sentences15–20. Such utterances typically lack a narrative
thread and may not be very interesting to the listener. In everyday listening situations, sentences are not typically
disconnected. Instead, conversational speech frequently contains inter-related narrated elements, such as stories
about past events46–58. Narrated descriptions of past events have been reported to occur as often as 5.4 times per
hour55. While the structure of a spoken story or narrative can vary based on the conversational circumstances50,
narrated speech generally follows a topical thread and is contextually rich. The presence of speech context and
an overarching topical thread in spoken narratives may support speech understanding and ongoing attention
as sentence-level context has been shown to facilitate word identification in noise for both younger and older
listeners17,59–63.
In addition, cognitive control research suggests that motivation is key to the investment of cognitive
resources64–66, such as when trying to understand speech masked by background sounds67–71 and an increasing body of work thus focuses on using enjoyable (i.e., motivating) stories or narratives to investigate speech
listening72–83. For example, although moderate speech masking decreases speech intelligibility and increases listening effort in young normally hearing listeners, story absorption and enjoyment are only minimally affected14.
Critically, when a listener is motivated to understand (e.g., when listening to engaging spoken stories), they may
be engaging in a different way that may promote intelligibility, compared to when they are less motivated to
understand. This may particularly be the case for older adults who may not engage in tasks with low personal
relevance in order to conserve resources for more personally relevant t asks84,85. Engaging speech materials may
thus reveal qualitative differences between age groups, particularly in the extent to which ‘speech glimpses’ or
‘dip listening’ facilitates intelligibility.
In three behavioral experiments, we use masked disconnected sentences and engaging spoken stories in order
to examine how the type of speech utterance and masker temporal profile affects speech intelligibility in younger
and older adults. We utilize 12-talker babble masking noise with different amplitude envelopes. The envelope
could either be unmodulated (i.e., relatively flat), modulated with a damped temporal profile, or modulated
with a ramped temporal profile. In Experiment 1, we examine the effect of different masker modulation types
and age on intelligibility using isolated sentences. In Experiment 2, we conduct a similar investigation with an
engaging story as the target speech. Given that the procedures and speech materials differ between Experiment
1 and 2, we conduct Experiment 3 using identical procedures and materials for both disconnected-sentence and
story conditions.

Results

Experiment 1: release from masking is reduced in older adults for disconnected sentences. In
Experiment 1, we investigate how the amplitude envelope type (modulated vs unmodulated) and envelope shape
(damped vs. ramped) affect speech intelligibility using a sentence-based intelligibility paradigm. We use similar
procedures to those previously used to study release from m
 asking19,20,24,27,28 in order to (a) replicate previous
observations that older adults benefit less from a modulated over an unmodulated masker compared to younger
adults, and (b) examine whether the shape of the modulation (damped or ramped) influences the magnitude of
release from masking observed.
The experiment was conducted online using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk; https://www.mturk.com/)
and Cloud Research (previously TurkPrime86) for recruitment and Pavlovia (https://pavlovia.org/) to host the
experiment. Younger (mean: 35.9 years; age-range: 18–49 years; 39 males, 29 females, 1 non-binary) and older
adults (mean: 59.6 years; age-range: 50–71 years; 31 males, 37 females) without reported hearing or neurological
issues (self-report) participated in the experiment. Based on previous w
 ork87 and results from a separate project
(see Supplemental Document), we estimate that older adults in the current study had about 7 dB HL higher
audiometric pure-tone average thresholds compared to younger adults. The estimation further suggests that
approximately 25% of our older adult sample may have a minor hearing impairment (see Supplemental Document), as would be expected from a group of older adults recruited from the community.
During the task, participants listened to disconnected sentences and, after each sentence, typed the words
they heard into a text box. A 12-talker babble masker was added to each sentence, and the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR levels: − 10, − 8, − 6, − 4, − 2, 0, + 2 dB) and temporal profile of the amplitude envelope of the masker
(unmodulated, 4-Hz amplitude-modulated: damped, ramped) were varied (Fig. 1). We calculated the proportion
of correctly reported words for each envelope condition and SNR, fit a logistic function to the mean performance
data (Fig. 2a), and analyzed the speech reception threshold (SNR associated with 50% correctly reported words)
and slope.
To examine whether the magnitude of masking release differs between age groups, we compared the threshold
and slope from the logistic function fits between modulated (unweighted average across ramped and damped
shapes) and unmodulated masker conditions and between younger and older adults. Speech reception thresholds
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Figure 1.  Stimulus design for Experiment 1. Participants listened to sentences (black) to which a 12-talker
babble was added with varied SNR levels (grey). Note that for the purpose of clarity, we depict sentence and
masker separately. Babble noise was amplitude modulated at a rate of 4-Hz with (a) a damped (b) a ramped
envelope shape; or was (c) unmodulated.

Figure 2.  Intelligibility results for Experiment 1. (a) Mean proportion of correctly reported words plotted
as a function of SNR (− 10, − 8, − 6, − 4, − 2, 0, + 2 dB) for younger (left) and older adults (right), and for
envelope conditions (damped, ramped, unmodulated). Colored lines correspond to a logistic function fit to
the proportion of correct words reported. (b) Mean threshold (left) and slope (right) coefficients from logistic
function fits are plotted for the different modulation types (modulated [averaged across ramped and damped],
unmodulated) and age groups (younger, older). (c) Mean threshold (left) and slope (right) coefficients are
plotted for the different masker envelope shapes (damped, ramped) and age groups (younger, older). Error bars
reflect the standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05.
for sentences with a modulated masker were lower than for unmodulated maskers [effect of modulation type:
F1,135 = 27.9, p = 5 × 10–7, η2p = 0.17], consistent with previous reports of release from m
 asking6,16,26–28 (we replicated this effect in a group of younger adults in a laboratory setting; Supplemental Document). Thresholds
were also lower for younger compared to older adults [effect of age group: F1,135 = 43.91, p = 8 × 10–10, η2p = 0.25],
consistent with older adults having more difficulty understanding speech in noise12,88. We further observed a
significant modulation type × age group interaction [F1,135 = 20.02, p = 2 × 10–5, η2p = 0.13; Fig. 2b left]: Speech
intelligibility was better for modulated compared to unmodulated maskers in younger individuals [t68 = -8.78,
pFDR = 2 × 10–12, re = 0.73], whereas no difference was found for older adults [pFDR = 0.63]. This is consistent with
previous research16,19,27,28,31 indicating that older adults experience reduced release from masking—for fluctuating
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Figure 3.  Stimulus design for Experiment 2. Participants listened to a spoken story (black) masked with
12-talker babble noise (grey). The amplitude envelope (damped, ramped, unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2,
Clear) pseudo-randomly varied every 16-s. A fixation cross was displayed on the computer screen throughout
the story and changed colors to communicate which parts of the story participants would need to report.
The fixation cross turned yellow 2-s prior to the beginning of a test phrase/sentence, cueing the participant
to prepare for intelligibility testing, and turned green at the start of the test phrase/sentence to indicate which
phrase/sentence they should report back. The story paused with the offset of the test phrase/sentence, at which
point participants would report back the phrase/sentence. The story resumed once a response was submitted.
compared to flat masker envelopes—relative to younger adults. Older adults thus do not appear to utilize glimpse
listening, at least for the disconnected sentences used here. No significant differences were observed when analyzing slopes [F < 2, p > 0.17, η2p < 0.01, Fig. 2b right].
For the analysis of different envelope shapes (damped vs. ramped), we observed lower thresholds for damped
compared to ramped envelopes [effect of envelope shape: F1,135 = 8.65, p = 0.004, η2p = 0.06], and a significant envelope shape × age group interaction [F1,135 = 4.55, p = 0.035, η2p = 0.03; Fig. 2c left]. Speech intelligibility thresholds
were better (lower) for damped compared to ramped envelope shapes for older adults [t67 = − 3.05, pFDR = 0.007,
re = 0.35], but not younger adults [pFDR = 0.473]. No significant differences were observed for slope [F < 3, p > 0.11,
η2p < 0.02; Fig. 2c right].
The results of Experiment 1 parallel previous findings on the effect of amplitude modulations on speech
intelligibility16,25,27,28,31,89. We show that older individuals benefit less from a modulated over an unmodulated
masker, compared to younger participants. We also observed that older, but not younger, listeners benefited
when the babble background was modulated with a damped compared to a ramped envelope shape. This
speech intelligibility benefit for damped temporal profiles is inconsistent with a recently proposed hypothesis
based on electrophysiological work: Older adults demonstrate larger cortical responses to damped compared
to ramped s ounds13, and larger cortical responses to amplitude modulations have been linked to poorer speech
intelligibility38–40. Hence, we anticipated that damped babble would interfere more, not less, with the target
speech. Instead, increased cortical responsivity to the damped compared to ramped masker may strengthen
predictability of modulation phase, facilitating speech ‘glimpsing’.
The short, disconnected sentences used in Experiment 1 are similar to those commonly used in speech
intelligibility and masking release research. However, disconnected sentences without a topical thread may be
less common in everyday listening situations, where speech is commonly continuous and contains narrated
elements46–58. Experiment 2 was designed to investigate whether the effects obtained in Experiment 1 generalize
to materials that resemble listening situations with more structured narrated elements, such as spoken stories
about life events.

Experiment 2: masking release is greater for older compared to younger adults during story
listening. In Experiment 2, we investigate how the amplitude envelope type (modulated vs unmodulated)

and envelope shape (damped vs. ramped) affect speech intelligibility while younger (mean: 30.1 years; age-range:
19–39 years; 37 males, 30 females) and older individuals (mean: 64.4 years; age-range: 53–80 years; 29 males,
41 females) without reported hearing or neurological issues listen to stories. Participant recruitment and testing was conducted using online platforms, as in Experiment 1. We selected a ~ 13-min spoken story from the
story-telling podcast The Moth (https://themoth.org), where individuals tell stories about interesting life events.
Stories are intended to be engaging and enjoyable, and are increasingly used in experimental research to study
engagement with speech14,90–93.
The story was masked by 12-talker babble with different amplitude envelopes (unmodulated, 4-Hz modulated: damped, ramped) and different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs: − 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear). Masker type and SNR
changed approximately every 16 s (Fig. 3). The story paused pseudorandomly (approximately every 5–20 s), and
participants were asked to report the last phrase/sentence that was spoken by typing into a textbox. A visual cue
directed participants exactly which words they should report back (Fig. 3). We calculated the proportion of correctly reported words for each envelope condition (damped, ramped, unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB,
Clear) and compared the result between age groups.
Average word report significantly declined with decreasing SNR [effect of SNR: F2,272 = 644.25, pGG = 5.2 × 10–80,
2
η p = 0.83; Fig. 4a], and older adults exhibited worse overall performance compared to younger adults [effect of
age group: F1,136 = 4.81, p = 0.03, η2p = 0.03]. We also found a significant SNR × age group interaction [F2,272 = 12.46,
pGG = 5.4 × 10–5 η2p = 0.08]. Follow up t-tests indicated age group differences at − 6 dB SNR [t136 = 2.98, pFDR = 0.01,
re = 0.25], but not at − 2 dB [pFDR = 0.212] or + 2 dB [pFDR = 0.968]. This shows that speech intelligibility during
− 6 dB SNR was more challenging for older compared to younger subjects, while both groups performed equally
well at − 2 and + 2 dB SNR.
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Figure 4.  Intelligibility results for Experiment 2. (a) Mean proportion of correctly reported words are plotted
as a function of SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear [black dot]) for the different envelope conditions (damped, ramped,
unmodulated) and for younger (left) and older adults (right). (b) Mean word report (left) is plotted for the
different modulation types (modulated, unmodulated) and age groups (younger, older). The difference in
performance between modulated and unmodulated maskers (masking release) is plotted for both age groups
(right). Plots for modulated maskers reflect the mean across damped and ramped envelope shapes. (c) Mean
word report (left) is plotted for the different masker envelope shapes (damped, ramped) and age groups
(younger, older). The difference in performance between the damped and ramped envelope shapes is plotted for
both age groups (right). Error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05.
We observed higher intelligibility for modulated compared to unmodulated maskers [effect of modulation type: F1,136 = 262.2, p = 2 × 10–33, η2p = 0.66, Fig. 4b left panel]. This release-from-masking effect (difference
between modulated and unmodulated maskers) was greater for older compared to younger participants [modulation type × age group interaction: F1,136 = 4.14, p = 0.044, η2p = 0.03; Fig. 4b right panel], although both groups
showed significant release from masking [modulated vs. unmodulated: younger: t67 = 11.19, pFDR = 6 × 10–17,
re = 0.81; older: t69 = 11.83, pFDR = 6 × 10–18, re = 0.82]. It appears that the modulated masker helped older adults
to achieve a similar level of performance as younger adults [younger vs older adults for modulated masker:
pFDR = 0.162; Fig. 4b left panel], despite lower performance for the unmodulated masker [t136 = 2.57, pFDR = 0.023,
re = 0.21] (Fig. 4b right panel). This is not trivially due to a compressive effect at one or other extreme of performance: performance in the unmodulated and modulated conditions was off ceiling and floor for both age
groups (Figs. 4a,b).
We also observed a modulation type × SNR interaction [F2,272 = 147.94, pGG = 1.1 × 10–36, η2p = 0.52]. The difference between modulated and unmodulated performance (masking release) was larger at − 6 dB, compared both
to − 2 dB [t137 = 15.99, pFDR = 9.5 × 10–33, re = 0.81], and to + 2 dB [t137 = 10.96, pFDR = 3 × 10–20, re = 0.68], although
performance was enhanced for modulated compared to unmodulated maskers at all SNRs [− 6 dB: t137 = 9.19,
pFDR = 7.2 × 10–16, re = 0.62][− 2 dB: t137 = 2.49, pFDR = 0.014, re = 0.21][+ 2 dB: t137 = 18.53, pFDR = 2 × 10–38, re = 0.85].
The modulation type × SNR × age group interaction was not significant [p = 0.695].
Next, our analysis focused on the effects of masker envelope shape (damped, ramped) on speech intelligibility.
Average word report declined with decreasing SNR [effect of SNR: F2,272 = 218.43, pGG = 4.1 × 10–42, η2p = 0.62;
Fig. 4a]. We additionally observed a significant SNR × age group interaction [F2,272 = 8.004, pGG = 0.002, η2p = 0.06],
but did not find any significant effects during follow-up comparisons [pFDRs > 0.07].
Consistent with Experiment 1, word report was higher when the envelope shape of the masker was damped
compared to ramped [effect of envelope shape: F1,136 = 8.49, p = 0.004, η2p = 0.06; Fig. 4c left panel], and for both
age groups [younger: t67 = 2.17, pFDR = 0.045, re = 0.26; older: t69 = 2.04, pFDR = 0.045, re = 0.24; envelope shape × age
group interaction: p = 0.702; Fig. 4c]. Higher speech intelligibility for damped compared to ramped maskers
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Figure 5.  Stimulus schematic for Experiment 3. A schematic of the sentence structure of the original (top
panel) and scrambled stories (bottom panel) is plotted. For the original stories, events were presented in
their original order, whereas the scrambled stories contained the target phrases from one original story and
a randomized mixture of the context sentences from both original stories. Target phrases/sentences used for
intelligibility testing are plotted as solid lines (4 test sentences shown per story for simplicity), and context
sentences are plotted as dashed lines. Note that the same target sentences are used in the original and scrambled
stories.
was mainly driven by the most challenging SNR [6 dB: t137 = 3.5, pFDR = 0.002, re = 0.29; envelope shape × SNR:
F2,272 = 7.91, pGG = 0.001, η2p = 0.06; Fig. 4a], and not − 2 dB [pFDR = 0.304], or + 2 dB [pFDR = 0.304]. There were
no other significant effects or interactions [F < 2, p > 0.16, η2p < 0.01].
Experiment 2 yielded two important findings. First, using engaging spoken stories, we show that older adults
experience a larger speech intelligibility benefit from a modulated relative to an unmodulated masker compared
to younger adults. This is in stark contrast to the results in Experiment 1 and the previous literature using short,
disconnected sentences, which show a reduced intelligibility benefit in the presence of amplitude modulation
for older compared to younger listeners16,18–20,23,24,28,31,32,94. Second, both older and younger participants exhibited better intelligibility when the babble masker was modulated with a damped compared to ramped envelope,
partially replicating the results of Experiment 1, in which a benefit was seen for older, but not younger, adults.
The shape of the modulated masker thus does not appear to strongly interact with age or the type of speech
materials used during testing.
Experiments 1 and 2 differed substantially in speech materials and task procedure. In Experiment 3, we
examine the effect of stimulus material and masker envelope on speech intelligibility. To ensure that narratives
and isolated sentences are closely matched, we use target phrases/sentences either embedded in coherent stories or decontextualized in “scrambled” stories for which story sentences are shuffled in time. We use identical
test phrases/sentences between the coherent and scrambled stories. As a result, we can more clearly determine
whether removing the narrative arc of the story systematically alters the effects of age and masker envelope on
speech intelligibility.

Experiment 3: speech‑intelligibility benefit for amplitude‑modulated maskers depends on
the speech materials in older adults. Two 10-min stories (Wave, by D.M. Ouellet and Alibi, by Kristin

Butcher) were selected and recorded for use in Experiment 3. These stories were written to be highly engaging
but without complex language so that readers of any level may understand and enjoy the content. Two types of
each story were created: original and scrambled. Original stories presented story events in the original order.
Target phrases/sentences from the original stories were identified for intelligibility testing, as in Experiment 2
(Fig. 5, top panel). A scrambled story contained the same target phrases/sentences as one of the original stories
and a randomized mixture of other (context) sentences drawn from both stories (Fig. 5, bottom panel). Scrambled stories thus lack a narrative thread, but are generated such that the test phrase/sentences used for intelligibility testing are identical across both story types.
Each story was masked by 12-talker babble noise, and the signal-to-noise ratio (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear) and
amplitude envelope (unmodulated, 4-Hz modulated: damped, ramped) were manipulated. Younger (mean:
31.3 years; age-range: 21–38 years; 79 males 44 females) and older (mean: 63.2 years; age-range: 54–77 years;
44 males 77 females) adults without reported hearing or neurological issues listened to one of the four possible
stories (2 original, 2 scrambled) and reported back cued sentences/phrases using the same online testing procedure as in Experiment 2 (Fig. 3). We calculated the proportion of correctly reported words for each story type
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Figure 6.  Intelligibility results for Experiment 3. (a) Mean proportion of correctly reported words for original
stories is plotted as a function of SNR (– 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear [black dot]) for the different envelope conditions
(damped, ramped, unmodulated) and for younger (left) and older adults (right). (b) Mean performance for
scrambled stories is plotted as a function of SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear [black dot]) for the different envelope
conditions (damped, ramped, unmodulated) and for younger (left) and older adults (right). (c) Mean difference
in intelligibility between modulated and unmodulated maskers (masking release) at − 6 dB SNR is plotted for
each story type (original, scrambled) and age group (younger, older). (d) Mean performance at − 6 dB SNR
is plotted for the different masker envelope shapes (damped, ramped) and age groups. Error bars reflect the
standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05.
(original, scrambled), envelope condition (damped, ramped, unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear)
and compared the result between age groups.
Consistent with Experiment 2, average word report declined with decreasing SNR [effect of SNR:
F2,480 = 1665.46, p = 1.1 × 10–216, η2p = 0.87; Fig. 6a,b]. Intelligibility was higher for original stories relative to
scrambled [effect of story type: F1,240 = 20.12, p = 1.1 × 10–5, η2p = 0.08], and higher for younger than older adults
[effect of age group: F1,240 = 19.83, p = 1.3 × 10–5, η2p = 0.08].
Speech intelligibility was also higher for modulated relative to unmodulated maskers [effect of modulation
type: F1,240 = 999.81, p = 2 × 10–87, η2p = 0.81; release-from-masking effect]. The modulation type × story type
[p = 0.404], modulation type × age group [p = 0.698], and the modulation type × story type × age group [p = 0.051]
interactions were not significant. All remaining 2- and 3-way interactions were significant [pGGs < 0.05]. However,
because the 4-way interaction was also significant [modulation type × SNR × story type × age group: F2,480 = 3.98,
pGG = 0.021, η2p = 0.02], we analyze this 4-way interaction and do not discuss the 2- and 3-way interactions any
further.
To explore the significant 4-way interaction, we first calculated difference scores between average intelligibility scores for modulated and unmodulated trials (masking release) for each participant. Using post-hoc t-tests,
we examined the effect of age group and story type on masking release at each SNR level. This revealed that
the 4-way interaction was driven by group differences at – 6 dB SNR. At this challenging SNR, masking release
for scrambled stories was larger for younger compared older adults [t120 = 3.3, pFDR = 0.008, re = 0.29, Fig. 6c],
whereas older adults benefited as much as younger adults from a modulated relative to an unmodulated masker
for original stories [pFDR = 0.91]. No differences were observed as a function of age group and story type at − 2 dB
SNR or + 2 dB SNR [pFDRs > 0.06].
One potential explanation of this finding is that the reduced release from masking for older adults was simply due to the poor signal quality at − 6 dB leading to fewer intelligible words, and thus, less available context
specifically for the older subject group. However, this seems unlikely since performance in the unmodulated
condition for scrambled stories at − 6 dB SNR was not different between younger and older listeners [avg. words
reported: younger: 16%; older: 13%; pFDR > 0.4; Fig. 6b left panel vs right panel]. It is therefore unlikely that the
reduced release from masking exhibited by older individuals for scrambled stories is due to less available context
as a result of lower intelligibility for this condition. Furthermore, within the older group, performance in the
unmodulated condition at − 6 dB SNR did not differ between scrambled and original stories [pFDR > 0.4 Fig. 6a
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right panel vs 6b right panel]; therefore, the presence of context in the original stories is not solely driving the
increased masking release for older adults, as such an effect should lead to better performance for both modulated
and unmodulated conditions when listening to original stories. We tentatively conclude that the presence of
meaningful context and perhaps the engagement that it fosters is qualitatively changing the older adults’ ability
to benefit from masker modulation.
Next, we investigated whether the temporal profile of the modulated masker (damped vs. ramped) affects
speech intelligibility for different story types and age groups. As expected, intelligibility declined with decreasing
SNR [F2, 480 = 1041.51, pGG = 1.2 × 10–168, η2p = 0.81; Fig. 6a,b]; and was higher for original compared to scrambled stories [F1,240 = 22.31, p = 4 × 10–6, η2p = 0.09]. The difference between original and scrambled stories was
largest when the SNR was most challenging [− 6 dB: 0.13; − 2 dB: 0.06; + 2 dB: 0.03] [SNR × story type interaction: F2,480 = 15.12, pGG = 7 × 10–7, η2p = 0.06]. Intelligibility was also higher for younger compared to older
adults [F1,240 = 20.16, p = 1.1 × 10–5, η2p = 0.08]. The difference between older and younger adults was primarily observed at − 6 dB [t242 = 4.92, pFDR = 5 × 10–6, re = 0.3] and − 2 dB [t242 = 3.53, pFDR = 0.0007, re = 0.22], but
not + 2 dB [pFDR = 0.08] [SNR × age group interaction: F2,480 = 13.64, pGG = 3 × 10–6, η2p = 0.05].
The interaction between envelope shape × SNR was significant [F2,480 = 13.37, pGG = 5 × 10–6, η2p = 0.05].
Follow-up t-tests revealed that, at − 6 dB, target phrases/sentences were more intelligible when the masker was
damped compared to ramped [t243 = 4.46, pFDR = 4 × 10–5, re = 0.28]. At − 2 dB there was no effect of envelope
shape [pFDR = 0.276], while at + 2 dB [t243 = − 2.26, pFDR = 0.04, re = 0.14] target phrases were more intelligible if
the masker envelope was ramped, compared to damped. No other effects or interactions were significant [F < 2.5,
p > 0.14, η2p < 0.008].
To summarize Experiment 3, we demonstrate that the effect of age on the benefit of a fluctuating, compared
to steady-state, masker critically depends on the speech material. Older adults experience less masking release
than younger adults when listening to a stream of randomized sentences (scrambled story) that are similar to
those commonly used in experimental aging research (cf. Experiment 1; see a lso16,18–21,23,24,27–31,35,95). However,
for continuous speech with a topical thread, older adults benefit as much from a fluctuating masker as younger
adults. These results suggest that research using disconnected sentences may systematically underestimate the
speech-listening capabilities of older adults. Additionally, intelligibility is generally better when the babble masker
had a damped compared to ramped temporal profile, effectively replicating Experiments 1 and 2.

General discussion

In the current study, we investigated how intelligibility of masked speech in younger and older adults is affected by
the nature of speech materials (isolated sentences vs engaging stories) and by the temporal profile of the masker’s
amplitude envelope. We asked two specific questions: (1) Does the known age-related reduction in the speechintelligibility benefit for modulated compared to unmodulated maskers depend on the nature of the speech
materials? (2) Does speech intelligibility differ for modulated maskers with different temporal profiles (damped:
sharp attack and gradual decay; ramped: gradual attack and fast decay), and does this differ between younger and
older adults? We observed a reduced speech-intelligibility benefit for modulated over unmodulated background
maskers in older relative to younger adults when individuals listened to disconnected sentences (Experiments 1
and 3). In marked contrast, older adults benefited more than younger adults (Experiment 2) or equally as much
(Experiment 3) when they listened to engaging stories. We also generally observed better speech intelligibility
for maskers with damped compared to ramped envelope shapes, suggesting that temporal profiles characterized by fast onsets and slow offsets may benefit intelligibility similarly across age groups and speech materials.
Our results suggest that the well-documented deficit in ‘dip listening’ in older adults16,18–21,23,24,27–31,35,95 can be
mitigated if the speech materials are engaging and contextually rich. Standard laboratory listening paradigms,
utilizing disconnected sentences, elicit listening behavior that is qualitatively different from that observed when
richer, continuous speech stimuli are used.

Damped maskers interfere less with speech intelligibility than ramped maskers. The current
study investigated whether the envelope shape of the masker (damped vs. ramped) influences the intelligibility of
target speech. This research question was motivated by recent electrophysiological work in rodents and human
participants13,37–39. Neural activity appears to synchronize more strongly with ramped than damped envelopes in
younger people, and with damped compared to ramped envelopes in older people13,37. Furthermore, increased
neural synchronization to a sound with a low-frequency amplitude modulation (e.g., ~ 4 Hz)40,96,97 may specifically predict declines in speech intelligibility when masked by a modulated background s ound38,39. Based on
these electrophysiological studies, we expected to observe reduced speech intelligibility for damped envelope
shapes in older adults, and reduced intelligibility for ramped envelope shapes in younger adults. In contrast
to our predictions, we generally observed better speech intelligibility for maskers with damped compared to
ramped envelope shapes in both age groups, particularly when the SNR was low. Further, we did not find evidence that the effect of envelope shape differs between disconnected sentences and engaging stories (Experiment
3; Fig. 6). However, while the predictable masker rate of 4 Hz was motivated by electrophysiological work, we
recognize that real-world listening situations do not typically have background maskers with predictable envelopes. Future studies could include a more ecologically valid manipulation of the amplitude envelope, such as
using the temporal envelope of natural speech with salient ramped and damped envelopes by virtue of using
words with those specific envelope shapes.
Release from masking is not reduced in older compared to younger adults for engaging
stories. Previous research indicates that aging is associated with a decline in processing temporal sound

features7–10,98–101, and that temporal processing deficits may contribute to older adults experiencing difficulty
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understanding speech when background noise is p
 resent11,12,17,100. The persistent finding that older adults demonstrate either no benefit or a reduced speech-intelligibility benefit from a fluctuating relative to a flat envelope
background masking sound16,19,24,27,28 has long been discussed as a prime example of temporal deficits limiting
the ability of older adults to ‘glimpse’ target speech. In Experiments 1 and 3, we replicated previous findings that
older adults benefit less from speech ‘glimpses’ compared to younger adults (Figs. 2b and 6c).
Critically, we also demonstrate that the ability to benefit from speech ‘glimpsing’ is only reduced in older
adults when speech materials lack an overarching and engaging narrative context. When listening to engaging
spoken stories, older adults demonstrated similar (Experiment 3; Fig. 6c) or even greater (Experiment 2; Fig. 4b)
masking release compared to younger adults. Further, the interaction between age and speech material does
not appear to have been driven by a ceiling effect in the younger participant group because we observed it at
the most difficult SNR (− 6 dB) where performance was markedly lower than ceiling (Fig. 6). Our experiments
demonstrate that the reduction in ‘speech glimpsing’ previously observed in older people may be specific to the
speech materials commonly used in research studies, and may not generalize to listening situations with rich
narrative structure.
Researchers have long concluded that the lack of benefit from speech ‘glimpses’ in older compared to younger
individuals is due to increased spectrotemporal overlap between the target and masking signals in the auditory periphery (“energetic masking”), as a result of age-related hearing loss. Despite self-reports indicating the
absence of hearing issues, our supplementary analysis (see Supplemental Document) indicates that our older
adult sample may have slightly elevated hearing thresholds compared to younger adults (as would be expected).
Elevated thresholds should be associated with reduced speech intelligibility and reduced release from masking
overall, regardless of the sound type. Instead, our results suggest that the lack of benefit from speech ‘glimpses’
for isolated sentences might be related to other, perhaps more cognitive factors.
Several factors potentially contribute to the observed interaction between age and the type of materials
(sentences vs stories) on release from masking. One critical difference is the higher degree of semantic context
present in stories compared to disconnected sentences. Semantic context is well known to facilitate comprehension of words in disconnected sentences masked with noise for both older and younger adults17,59–61,102–105 and
can alleviate listening effort for individuals with hearing impairment106. Moreover, spoken stories, such as the
ones used in the current study, have an overarching topical thread that engages listeners14, and encourages them
to continuously generate, update, and integrate story events and characters into a mental model that supports
ongoing attention to the story107–109. This may recruit additional cognitive processes, compared to those recruited
to understand isolated, unrelated sentences. The overarching narrative provides additional topic context that
may enhance intelligibility, enabling participants to fill in missing information that was lost due to low SNR.
Yet, context effects are unlikely to solely account for the older adults’ recovery of release from masking when
listening to original stories. If this were due entirely to context effects, the added context of the original over
scrambled stories should have led to better performance for the unmodulated original compared to scrambled
story, and this was not observed.
Engaging spoken stories and disconnected sentences may also elicit different levels of motivation to listen.
Motivation is crucial for the recruitment of cognitive resources during challenging tasks. A person will only invest
cognitively if the activity is expected to be rewarding relative to the anticipated mental c osts64–66,110. ‘Reward’ can
take many forms and can be either extrinsic; for example, monetary rewards111 or intrinsic; through enjoyment
and interest71,112. Spoken stories of the kind used here have been shown to be highly enjoyable and absorbing14
and elicit synchronized brain activity across l isteners90, indicating their highly engaging nature. A recent study
reported that listeners find stories as enjoyable and absorbing when they are masked by moderate background
noise as when they are heard clearly, despite missing some words and finding listening more effortful in the former condition14. We speculate that older adults in the current study may have benefited from a modulated masker
during story listening as much as younger adults because they enjoyed the story content, and were intrinsically
motivated to invest additional cognitive resources to listen. We did not implement a measure of motivation or
enjoyment following story listening, so it is not possible to relate motivation/enjoyment directly to intelligibility
here. However, this interpretation is consistent with previous observations that older adults tend to engage less
when tasks are less personally meaningful to them, perhaps in order to conserve mental r esources84,85. Our results
certainly point to large qualitative differences in listening behaviors for engaging spoken stories, compared to
the disconnected sentence materials that are typically used in clinical and laboratory settings. We suggest that
typical research approaches with disconnected sentences may underestimate the speech-listening abilities of
older adults, especially in listening situations with narrated elements.

Conclusions

Speech masked by a background sound with fluctuating amplitude is typically better understood than speech
masked by sound with a relatively steady amplitude, but older adults have frequently been shown to benefit less
from fluctuating maskers. This apparent deficit in the ability of older adults to ‘listen in the dips’ has been taken
as a prime example of decreased temporal processing or reduced audibility in older individuals. Yet, speech intelligibility and masking release are typically investigated using short, disconnected sentences. Our results show
that the release from masking depends on whether listeners are attending to disconnected sentences or to an
engaging, connected, narrative. We replicated previous work showing a deficit in the speech-intelligibility benefit
from amplitude fluctuations in older adults when they listened to disconnected sentences (Experiments 1 and
3). However, we further show that older adults either benefit more (Experiment 2) or similarly (Experiment 3)
from modulated maskers relative to younger adults when listening to engaging spoken stories that follow a topical
thread. Maskers with a damped temporal profile generally facilitated intelligibility and did not reliably interact
with age or the type of speech material. Taken together, our data suggest that reduced ‘dip listening’ previously
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observed in older adults does not appear to generalize to engaging spoken stories. This result highlights that at
least some deficits considered to be audiological may be more related to cognitive or motivational factors, and
that the nature of the listening materials qualitatively changes listening behavior. Standard laboratory listening
paradigms using disconnected sentences may underestimate the speech abilities of older adults.

Materials and methods

Experiment 1. Participants. One hundred and thirty-seven individuals (mean: 47.7 years; age-range: 18–
71 years; 66 males 70 females 1 non-binary) without self-reported hearing loss, neurological issues, or psychiatric disorders participated in Experiment 1. Participants below age 50 were considered part of the ‘younger’ group
(mean: 35.9 years; age-range: 18–49 years; 39 males, 29 females, 1 non-binary) and the remaining participants
aged 50 and older were considered part of the ‘older’ group (mean: 59.6 years; age-range: 50–71 years; 31 males,
37 females). Participants were recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk online participant pool (MTurk;
https://www.mturk.com/) via the participant sourcing platform Cloud Research (previously TurkPrime86). All
participants provided informed consent prior to participation. The study was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki, the Canadian Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS2-2018), and approved by the local Nonmedical Research Ethics Board of the University of
Western Ontario (REB #112574).
Each individual received financial compensation of $5 USD following completion of the study ($10 hourly
rate). Twenty-seven additional individuals participated in the study but were not included either due to reporting a technical error during data recording (N = 9), hearing aid usage or neurological issues (N = 7), not wearing
headphones (N = 2), submitting the same one-word answers to all questions (N = 5), or scoring at floor (~ 10%)
for all levels of background noise in the intelligibility task (N = 4). Online research can be subject to increased
levels of random responders, since experimenters have less control over the testing environment compared to
a laboratory setting. However, online studies have generally been shown to replicate findings of in-person data
collection113–118 (see also Supplemental Document for the results of an in-lab pilot of Experiment 1), particularly
if controls are in place to ensure compliance with study instructions.
Acoustic stimulation and procedure. All target sentences (N = 84) were spoken by the same female talker and
ranged between 8 and 10 words in length (range of durations: 1.95–3.43 s). 12-talker babble noise from the
Revised Speech in Noise test (R-SPIN)119 was added as a masker. Babble noise was either unmodulated (flat
amplitude envelope) or amplitude modulated at a rate of 4 Hz with a damped (sharp attack and gradual decay) or
ramped (gradual attack and sharp decay) envelope shape (Fig. 1). The modulation frequency of 4 Hz was chosen
as it falls within the range of the low-frequency speech envelope36,120 and for consistency with previous electrophysiology work investigating how aging affects neural synchronization to the amplitude envelope13,39,40,96.
Envelope shape was manipulated by varying parameters of the following equation:

b = tz - 1 (1 − t)

(1)

where t is a time vector representing one cycle (0.250 s), z determines the envelope shape, and b is the resulting
function used to modulate the noise. A z parameter of 2 generates a symmetrical envelope shape, while a value
closer to 1 generates an envelope with a damped shape (sharp attack and gradual decay). Varying the z parameter
also impacts the sharpness and half-life of each cycle. We used a z parameter of 1.15 to generate damped envelopes, each with a sharp onset and a 168.4 ms half-life13,37. Ramped envelopes (gradual attack and sharp decay)
were created by mirroring the vector b (Fig. 1).
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the speech signal and the background babble was manipulated
by adjusting the level of the sentence (target) relative to the babble masker (SNR levels: − 10, − 8, − 6, − 4, − 2,
0, + 2 dB). There were 21 possible stimulus conditions (7 SNRs × 3 envelope conditions = 21 stimulus conditions)
that were tested in each block of trials (21 envelope conditions × 4 blocks = 84 total trials). To ensure intelligibility
results were not confounded by specific sentences, 21 counterbalanced versions were generated, such that each
sentence was heard with every SNR and envelope combination across versions. All sentence/babble mixtures
were normalized relative to the same root-mean square amplitude (RMS).
The experiment was conducted online, using custom written JavaScript/html and jsPsych code (Version
6.1.0, a high-level JavaScript library used for precise stimulus c ontrol121). The experiment code was stored at an
online repository (https://gitlab.pavlovia.org) and hosted via Pavlovia (https://pavlovia.org/). A test version was
randomly assigned to each participant when data files were loaded into the internet browser. Prior to the main
experimental procedures, participants were instructed to use headphones and complete the tasks in a quiet room
free from distractions. We did not provide specifications as to the type/brand of equipment participants should
use (e.g., computer, headphone type), but took steps to ensure participants complied with the instruction to use
headphones (see “Online research quality assurance measures”).
During the main task (intelligibility task), participants were instructed to listen to each sentence and, after
the sentence ended, type the words that they heard into a text box. Participants had unlimited time to type each
response. Once participants submitted an answer, the next sentence would begin following a brief inter-trial
silent interval of 0.25 s. Participants had the opportunity to take a break after each experimental block. The total
duration of the intelligibility test was therefore dependent on the typing speed and total break length for each
individual, but the intelligibility test duration typically ranged between 20 to 25 min.
Online research quality assurance measures. Participants completed two initial listening tasks at the beginning
of the online session. First, participants listened to a 15-s stream of pink noise normalized to the same RMS
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amplitude as the sentences and were instructed to adjust their volume to a comfortable listening level. Participants had the option to replay the noise if they needed additional time to adjust their volume. This task ensured
that participants could adjust their volume to a comfortable level prior to the intelligibility task, after which they
were instructed to not make further adjustments.
Wearing headphones during the main experiment (intelligibility task) is an important condition of participation, since it can limit the influence of nearby distractions and help preserve stimulus characteristics, such as
signal-to-noise ratio. In addition to explicitly asking participants whether they complied with instructions to
wear headphones, participants also completed a headphone-check procedure (second listening task) to determine
whether they were wearing h
 eadphones122. During the headphone-check procedure, participants performed a
tone discrimination task (6 trials; ~ 2 min total duration), in which they determined which of three consecutive
200-Hz sine tones was the quietest. The three tones differed such that one was presented at the comfortable listening level, one at – 6 dB relative to the other two tones, and one at the comfortable listening level with a 180°
phase difference between the left and right headphone channels (anti-phase tone). This task is straightforward
over headphones, but difficult over loudspeakers, because the pressure waves generated from an anti-phase tone
interfere122. If they were listening through loudspeakers, they would likely erroneously select the anti-phase tone
as the quietest tone. This task provides another metric (in addition to self-report of headphone use), that could
be used to flag participants who may not have been complying with instructions. No participants were excluded
solely on the basis of performance on this test. Participants were excluded if they explicitly reported not wearing
headphones during the task (N = 2).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 27) for Windows and
MATLAB (version 2018a). Details of the specific variables and statistical tests can be found in analysis subsections for each measure. The false-positive rate for multiple comparisons was controlled using false discovery rate
(FDR)123. FDR corrected p-values are reported as pFDR. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared (η2p) for
rmANOVAs and r equivalent (re)124, for t-tests. Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p-values are reported when sphericity
assumptions have not been met (reported as pGG). This experiment was not preregistered. Data are available at
the project website on the Open Science Framework (OSF: https://osf.io/swy57/). All figures were generated by
the authors using MATLAB and Adobe Illustrator (version 2019).
Assessment of intelligibility. We calculated the proportion of correctly reported words for each SNR (− 10, − 8,
− 6, − 4, − 2, 0, + 2 dB) and envelope condition (unmodulated, damped, ramped). Different or omitted words
were counted as errors, but minor misspellings and incorrect grammatical number (singular vs. plural) were not.
A logistic function was fit to the proportion of correctly reported words using the following equation:

K

y= 
1 + e−r(x−xo )

(2)

where K sets the curves maximum value, r is the slope, x0 is the inflection point or the speech reception threshold
associated with 50% proportion of correct words, and x refers to the SNR values (− 10, − 8, − 6, − 4, − 2, 0, + 2 dB).
We analyzed two parameters from each fit, the threshold and slope.
To examine differences in masking release as a function of age, we calculated the threshold and slope from
the logistic function fit, separately for modulated (averaged across damped and ramped) and unmodulated trials.
Threshold and slope were analyzed in separate mixed design repeated-measures analyses of variance (rmANOVAs) with modulation type (modulated, unmodulated) as a within-subject factor and age group (younger, older)
as a between-subjects factor.
To analyze differences in speech intelligibility due to envelope shape (damped, ramped), thresholds and slopes
from the logistic function fits were analyzed in separate rmANOVAs with envelope shape (damped, ramped) as
a within-subjects factor and age group (younger, older) as a between-subjects factor.

Experiment 2. Participants. One hundred and thirty-eight younger (mean: 30.1 years; age-range: 19–
39 years; 37 males, 30 females) and older individuals (mean: 64.4 years; age-range: 53–80 years; 29 males, 41
females) without self-reported hearing loss, neurological issues, or psychiatric disorders participated in Experiment 2. All participants were recruited using identical procedures to Experiment 1, except that individuals who
participated in Experiment 1 were precluded from participating in Experiment 2. Each individual received financial compensation of $6 USD following completion of the study ($10 hourly rate). Twenty-three additional
individuals participated in the study but were not included either due to reporting a technical error during data
recording (N = 6), hearing aid usage or neurological issues (N = 5), not wearing headphones (N = 4), identifying
as a non-native English speaker (N = 2), or scoring ~ 50% or below on the intelligibility task when there was no
masker (i.e., during clear speech; N = 6), suggesting participants were not attending during the task.
Acoustic stimulation and procedure. Acoustic stimulation and task procedures were adapted from a task developed previously90. One story (male talker) from “The Moth” story-telling podcast (https://themoth.org) was
used as the target speech (Reach for the Stars One Small Step at a Time; by Richard Garriott, ~ 13 min). The target
story had 12-talker babble noise added as a masker (R-SPIN)119. Babble noise could either be unmodulated (flat
amplitude envelope) or amplitude modulated at a rate of 4 Hz with a ramped (gradual rise and sharp fall) or
damped (sharp rise and gradual fall) envelope shape. Envelope shape was altered using identical parameters to
Experiment 1 [cf. Equation (1)]. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was manipulated by adjusting the dB level of
both the story and masker. There were 3 possible envelope conditions (unmodulated, damped, ramped) and 3
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different SNRs (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB SNR) along with a condition in which no masker was heard (clear), resulting
in 10 total possible stimulus conditions (3 envelopes × 3 SNRs + clear = 10 conditions). Stimulus condition was
pseudo-randomly varied approximately every 16 s (see Fig. 3) throughout each story. The length of the 16-s time
window was determined by dividing the total duration of the story (in seconds) by the total number of trials.
Each of the 10 stimulus conditions (3 envelopes × 3 SNRs + clear) were heard a total of 5 times over the course
of the story (16 s × 10 conditions × 5 repetitions =  ~ 13 min). Three versions of condition order were generated
to ensure that specific parts of the story were not confounded with a particular SNR and envelope combination.
Within each version, SNR and envelope shape was varied pseudo-randomly such that a particular combination
of SNR and envelope shape could not be heard twice in succession.
Phrases/sentences ranging from 4 to 7 words (range of durations: 0.85–2.6 s) were selected from the target
story for intelligibility testing. These test phrases/sentences did not occur during the transition period from one
SNR to the next (for approximately 1-s before and after the SNR transition). Two phrases/sentences per 16-s
segment were selected, resulting in 100 possible test phrases for the target story (10 conditions × 5 repetitions × 2
phrases/sentences). One of the two selected phrases/sentences per 16-s segment was assigned to one intelligibility
test set, whereas the other selected phrase/sentence was assigned to a second intelligibility test set (50 phrases/
sentences per set). Having two test sets ensured that any observed intelligibility effects were not confounded by
item (specific phrases/sentences) effects.
The experiment was conducted online using custom written JavaScript/html and jsPsych code hosted via
Pavlovia (https://pavlovia.org/). During the main experiment, each participant listened to the target story and
completed the intelligibility task. The condition order and intelligibility test set were randomly assigned to participants at the beginning of the experiment. Participants were instructed to use headphones and complete the tasks
in a quiet room free from distractions. During story listening, a black fixation cross was presented at the center
of the screen throughout the story. The fixation cross turned yellow two seconds prior to the beginning of a test
phrase/sentence, cueing the participant to prepare for intelligibility testing (see Fig. 3). The fixation cross then
turned green for the duration of the test phrase in the story, indicating to the participant the phrase they would
be asked to report back. The story stopped with the offset of the test phrase, and an input text box appeared on
the screen. Participants were asked to type their answer into the text box (no time limit), after which the story
resumed from the beginning of the sentence most recently heard (allowing for story continuation). The total
duration of the intelligibility task ranged between 25 to 30 min.
In order to familiarize participants with the intelligibility task, a brief practice block was presented prior to
the main experiment. Participants heard a ~ 3-min story (a shortened version of A Shoulder Bag to Cry On by
Laura Zimmerman), without added babble noise, and performed 12 trials of the intelligibility task (2 trials per
30-s segment, practice duration: ~ 5 min).
Online research quality assurance measures. Participants completed two initial listening tasks at the very beginning of the online session, as in Experiment 1. These preliminary tasks were meant to give the participant an
opportunity to adjust their volume to a comfortable listening level and to provide a metric, aside from selfreport, which could flag participants who may not be complying with instructions to wear headphones (headphone check). No participants were excluded solely on the basis of performance on this test, but were automatically excluded if they explicitly reported not wearing headphones during the task (N = 4). These tasks are
described in Experiment 1.
Assessment of intelligibility. We calculated the proportion of correctly reported words for each envelope condition (damped, ramped, unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear) across the three versions of the target
story. Different or omitted words were counted as errors, but minor misspellings, and incorrect grammatical
number (singular vs. plural) were not. Contractions were also accepted as correct when the target contained the
written out form of the contraction.
To analyze differences in masking release between age groups, mean performance for modulated (averaged
across damped and ramped) and unmodulated trials were calculated and submitted to an rmANOVA with
modulation type (modulated, unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB) as within-subject factors and age group
(younger, older) as the between-subjects factor.
To examine the effect of envelope shape (damped, ramped) mean performance for damped and ramped
trials were calculated and submitted to an rmANOVA with envelope shape (damped, ramped) and SNR (− 6,
− 2, + 2 dB) as within-subject factors and age group (younger, older) as a between-subjects factor.

Experiment 3.

Participants. Two hundred and forty-four younger (mean: 31.3 years; age-range: 21–
38 years; 79 males 44 females) and older individuals (mean: 63.2 years; age-range: 54–77 years; 44 males 77
females) without self-reported hearing loss, neurological issues, or psychiatric disorders participated in Experiment 3. Note that a higher number of participants were recruited for Experiment 3 than Experiments 1 and
2, because of the additional experimental factor: speech material type. All participants were recruited using
identical procedures to Experiment 1 and 2, except that individuals who participated in Experiment 1 or 2 were
precluded from participating in Experiment 3. Each individual received financial compensation of $5 USD following completion of the study ($10 hourly rate). Thirty-seven additional individuals participated in the study
but were not included either due to reporting a technical error during data recording (N = 15), neurological
issues (N = 7), not wearing headphones (N = 9), submitting random one-word answers to all questions (N = 3),
or scoring ~ 50% or below on the intelligibility task when there was no masker (i.e., for clear speech; N = 3), suggesting participants were not attending during the task.
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Acoustic stimulation and procedure. Stories were adapted from the content of two books (Story 1: Wave, by
D.M. Ouellet; Story 2: Alibi, by Kristin Butcher) that were written to be engaging while avoiding complex language so that readers of any level may understand and enjoy the content. Shortened versions of the original stories were created and recorded by a female talker (duration of each story: ~ 10 min). Target phrases for the wordreport task were identified in each of the two stories, as in Experiment 2 (see Fig. 5, top panel: solid lines). These
phrases/sentences ranged from 4 to 7 words in length (range of durations: 0.66–2.05 s). Two phrases in each 15-s
segment of the story were selected, resulting in 80 possible test phrases for story 1 and 80 possible test phrases
for story 2. One of the two selected phrases per 15-s segment were assigned to one intelligibility test set, whereas
the other selected phrases/sentences were assigned to a second intelligibility test set. This resulted in 4 total intelligibility test sets (2 per story), each comprising 40 test phrases/sentences. Having two intelligibility test sets for
each story ensured that any observed effects were not confounded by the effects of specific word report items.
Half of the listeners performed the intelligibility task with the test phrases/sentences naturally embedded in
the stories in their original, coherent form. The other half performed the intelligibility task with the test phrases/
sentences embedded in “scrambled stories”. Four scrambled stories (one for each story and intelligibility test set:
2 stories × 2 intelligibility test sets) were created by embedding target phrases in a randomized mixture of other
sentences drawn from both stories (see Fig. 5, bottom panel), such that an equal proportion of materials from
each of the two stories entered each scrambled story version. The scrambled story condition therefore serves as
an approximation of listening to disconnected sentences (cf. Experiment 1), since shuffling and intermixing the
sentences limits any contextual relation between the embedded target phrases and the filler/contextual materials.
In this design, each listener heard and reported sentences from only one of eight possible story conditions (2
stories × 2 intelligibility test sets × 2 story type [original, scrambled]), and we measure word-report performance
on exactly the same material when it is presented in an engaging story versus decontextualized as disjointed
sentences.
Each original and scrambled story was masked by 12-talker babble noise (R-SPIN)119. The SNR (− 6,
− 2, + 2 dB, clear), and envelope condition (ramped, damped, unmodulated) varied pseudo-randomly as in
Experiment 2, with the exception that the stimulus condition changed every 15 s (instead of the 16 s period
used in Experiment 2), since the stories used here were shorter in duration. Each of the 10 stimulus conditions
(3 envelopes × 3 SNRs + clear) were heard four times over the course of the story (15 s × 10 conditions × 4 repetitions =  ~ 10 min). Three different stimulus condition orders were generated for each story to ensure that specific
parts of a story were not confounded with a particular SNR and envelope combination. Within each version,
SNR and envelope shape were varied pseudo-randomly such that a particular combination of SNR and envelope
shape could not be heard twice in succession.
The experiment was conducted online using custom written JavaScript/html and jsPsych code hosted via
Pavlovia (https://pavlovia.org/). Each participant was pseudo-randomly assigned to one of the 8 story conditions described (2 stories × 2 intelligibility test sets × story type [original, scrambled]) and to one of the three
stimulus condition orders. Participants were instructed to use headphones and complete the tasks in a quiet
room free from distractions. In the main experiment, the participant listened to a story and completed the same
intelligibility task used in Experiment 2 (see Fig. 3). Participants had unlimited time to submit each response.
The total duration of the intelligibility test ranged between 15 to 20 min. In order to familiarize participants
with the intelligibility task, a brief practice block was presented prior to the main experiment. Participants heard
a ~ 3-min story (a shortened version of A Shoulder Bag to Cry On by Laura Zimmerman), without added babble
noise, and performed 12 trials of the intelligibility task (2 trials per 30-s segment, practice duration: ~ 5 min).
Online research quality assurance measures. As in Experiment 1 and 2, participants completed two initial listening tasks at the very beginning of the online session. These preliminary tasks were meant to give the participant an opportunity to adjust their volume to a comfortable listening level and to provide a metric, aside from
self-report, which could flag participants who may not be complying with instructions to wear headphones
(headphone check). No participants were excluded solely on the basis of performance on this test, but were automatically excluded if they explicitly reported not wearing headphones during the task (N = 9). Specific methods
are described in Experiment 1.
Assessment of intelligibility. We calculated the proportion of correctly reported words for each envelope type
(damped, ramped, unmodulated) and SNR condition (− 6, − 2, + 2 dB, Clear), separately for original and scrambled stories, and separately for each version of the word-report task for each story. Different or omitted words
were counted as errors, but minor misspellings, and incorrect grammatical number (singular vs. plural) were
not. Contractions were also accepted as correct when the target contained the written-out form of the contraction.
Effects of modulation type were tested using an ANOVA (within-subjects factors modulation type (modulated
[averaged across ramped and damped], unmodulated) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2) and the between-subjects factors
story type (original, scrambled) and age group (younger, older).
Effects of envelope shape were analyzed using an rmANOVA with the within-subjects factors envelope shape
(damped, ramped) and SNR (− 6, − 2, + 2) and the between-subjects factors story type (unaltered, scrambled)
and age group (younger, older).
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